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Vocalizations involve complex rhythmic motor patterns, but the underlying temporal coding mechanisms in the nervous system are poorly
understood.Using a recently developedwhole-brain preparation fromwhich “fictive” vocalizations are readily elicited in vitro, we investigated
the cellular basis of temporal complexity of African clawed frogs (Xenopus laevis). Male advertisement calls contain two alternating compo-
nents—fast trills (300ms) and slow trills (700ms) that contain clicks repeated at60 and30Hz, respectively.We found thatmales can
alter the duration of fast trills without changing click rates. This finding led us to hypothesize that call rate and duration are regulated by
independentmechanisms.Wetested thisbyobtainingwhole-cellpatch-clamprecordings in the“fictively”calling isolatedbrain.Wediscovered
a single typeof premotorneuronwith activity patterns correlatedwithboth the rate anddurationof fast trills. These “fast-trill neurons” (FTNs)
exhibited long-lasting depolarizations (LLDs) correlatedwith each fast trill and action potentials that were phase-lockedwithmotor output—
neural correlates of call duration and rate, respectively. When depolarized without central pattern generator activation, FTNs produced sub-
threshold oscillations and action potentials at fast-trill rates, indicating FTN resonance properties are tuned to, and may dictate, the fast-trill
rhythm.NMDAreceptor (NMDAR)blockadeeliminatedLLDs inFTNs, andNMDARactivation in synaptically isolatedFTNs inducedrepetitive
LLDs. These results suggest FTNs contain an NMDAR-dependent mechanism that may regulate fast-trill duration. We conclude that a single
premotor neuron population employs distinctmechanisms to regulate call rate and duration.
Introduction
Some behaviors, such as speech and courtship display, require
millisecond accuracy of motor execution; others, such as breath-
ing and feeding, have less stringent requirements for temporal
precision. Vocal behaviors fit into the former category requiring
high temporal accuracy with a great diversity of complex tempo-
ral patterns across the vertebrate taxa, from fish to humans.Many
studies have investigated the anatomical and physiological prop-
erties of hindbrain centers in frogs (Schmidt, 1992; Rhodes et al.,
2007; Zornik and Kelley, 2008), fishes (Bass et al., 1994; Remage-
Healey and Bass, 2004), birds (Ashmore et al., 2005; Kubke et al.,
2005; Wild et al., 2009), and mammals (Ju¨rgens, 2002; Smother-
man et al., 2006; Subramanian andHolstege, 2009).However, the
cellularmechanisms underlying vocal rhythms are poorly under-
stood,mainly because neural recordings during vocal production
are technically difficult. Here, we addressed the issue in African
clawed frogs (Xenopus laevis) using an in vitrowhole-brain prep-
aration that can produce fictive vocalizations—trains of com-
pound action potentials (CAPs) in the vocal nerve with temporal
profiles that closely resemble natural vocalizations (Fig. 2, com-
pare sound recordings in B to nerve recordings in C, G, and E)
(Rhodes et al., 2007). Using this preparation, we can not only
record neuronal activity during fictive calling but can also char-
acterize synaptic and ionic conductances underlying the ob-
served activity. Understanding the cellular and network
mechanisms thatmediate the production of vocal patterns prom-
ises to elucidate general principles that govern temporally precise
motor rhythms.
Male Xenopus laevis produce advertisement calls consisting of
sequentially repeating trains of clicks (or trills)—an introductory
phase with click rate of 20–40Hz (variable duration) followed by
a fast trill with60Hz click rate (lasting300ms) and a slow trill
with 30 Hz click rate (lasting 700 ms). In this study, we dis-
covered that fast-trill duration can bemodified without changing
click rate. Thus, rate and duration appear to be regulated by
independentmechanisms.Here, we investigated the cellular basis
of these two temporally distinct outputs of the vocal central pat-
tern generator (CPG).
Previous local field potential (LFP) recordings from the dorsal
tegmental area of medulla (DTAM) (a vocal premotor nucleus
and homolog of the mammalian parabrachial nucleus) during
fictive calling revealed activity correlated with both fast-trill
rate and duration (Zornik et al., 2010). Also, NMDA receptor
(NMDAR) activation in DTAM is necessary for fast-trill produc-
tion (Zornik et al., 2010). Because fast-trill duration can bemod-
ified without changing click rate, we hypothesized that neurons
in DTAM possessed distinct mechanisms that code fast-trill rate
and duration. To test this, we developed a blind, whole-cell patch-
clamp technique to record individual neurons in fictively vocal-
izing brains. We discovered a single DTAM neuron population
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with activity correlated with both fast-trill rate and duration.
Intrinsic properties in these neurons seem to dictate the duration
and rate of fast trills. Thus, although trill rate and duration are
regulated independently, they may be coded by a single type of
premotor neuron.
Materials andMethods
Animals. Sexually mature X. laevis males (n  86; weight, 41.6  7.6 g;
length, 6.6  0.4 cm; mean  SD) were group-housed in a 40 gallon
aquarium, fed twice a week (Xenopus Express), andmaintained on a 12 h
light/dark cycle. All animal care procedureswere approved by theAnimal
Care and Use Committee of the University of Utah.
Vocal recordings and analyses.Advertisement calls were recorded using
a hydrophone (H2; Aquarian Audio Products) suspended in a plastic 8 L
tank. Sexually mature males (n 5) were housed individually in a tank,
and vocalizations were recorded between 6:00 P.M. and 10:00 A.M. using
a voice-activated recording system (Syrinx software; John Burt,
www.syrinxpc.com). Nine to 20 advertisement calls were sampled from
each individual and used for further analyses. Fast-trill duration and
fast-trill click rates (average of last six clicks of a fast trill) were measured
using Raven software (Cornell University Bioacoustics Laboratory,
Ithaca, NY). Regression ANOVA was performed for each individual to
determine whether the click rates varied depending on the duration of
the fast trill using Statview software.
The isolated brain preparation. Animals were anesthetized with 1.3%
tricaine methane sulfonate (500 l injected subcutaneously; Sigma-
Aldrich) and decapitated. The skulls where placed in ice-cold saline (in
mM: 96 NaCl, 20 NaHCO3, 2 CaCl2, 2 KCl, 0.5MgCl2, 10 HEPES, and 11
glucose, pH 7.8) oxygenated with 99% O2. Brains were dissected and
placed in a 100mmPetri dish linedwith silicone elastomer (Sylgard;Dow
Corning) filled with oxygenated saline. Immediately after dissection, a
complete midline incision was made between the fourth and third ven-
tricles dorsal to the ventricles and aqueduct. After an hour of acclimation
to room temperature, brains were transferred to a recording chamber
(silicone elastomer-lined 50 mm Petri dish, 20 ml total volume). Brains
were secured to the recording chamber with fine minutien pins (Fine
Science Tools) placed in both olfactory nerves and in the spinal cord.
Four pins were also placed in the tectum along the midline incision
(drawn and pinned laterally) to expose the ventricular surface. Except
during drug application (see below), fresh oxygenated saline at room
temperature was constantly superfused into the chamber at a rate of at
least 150 ml/h.
Electrophysiology. Fictive vocalizations were recorded from the most
caudal root of cranial nerve IX-X (N.IX-X) via a suction electrode placed
over the nerve. Nerve signals were amplified (1000) and bandpass fil-
tered (10 Hz to 10 kHz) with a differential A-C amplifier (model 1700;
A-M Systems). Local field potentials in DTAM were obtained by insert-
ing a 1 M tungsten electrode (FHC); signals were amplified (1000)
and bandpass filtered (0.1 Hz to 10 kHz) with amicroelectrode amplifier
(model 1800; A-M Systems).
Whole-cell patch-clamp electrodes were made from thick-walled (1.5
mm outer diameter; 0.86 mm inner diameter) borosilicate capillaries
with filament (Sutter), fabricated on a Flaming-Brown style P-97 micro-
electrode puller (Sutter). Electrodes were pulled using a 3 mm trough
filament to have a long taper and relative high resistance (6–10 M) to
facilitate tissue penetration while limiting tip clogging. Because record-
ings were performed in the whole isolated brain preparation, a blind
search method was used. Positive pressure was applied to the electrode
before advancing the electrode (four axis motorized micromanipulator;
Siskiyou) through the wall of the fourth ventricle [0–300 m ventro-
medial to the sulcus limitans (Nikundiwe and Nieuwenhuys, 1983);
100–400mcaudal to themidbrain/cerebellumborder]. Cell searches
commenced once the electrodes reached a depth of at least 75m; at this
point, the rate of electrode advancementwas slowed to1m/s. Positive
pressure was released once a position was found that produced a rapid,
reproducible (verified by retracting at least 10 m and then advancing
back to the original position) increase in electrode resistance. Once a
gigaohm seal was obtained, whole-cell access was achieved by applying
brief negative suction. After obtaining a stable current-clamp recording,
positive and negative current steps (2 s) were applied to characterize
membrane properties, and then serotonin was applied to characterize
cellular activity during fictive vocalizations (see below). In some neu-
rons, voltage-clamp experimentswere performed to characterize the syn-
aptic currents received by the neurons during fictive vocalizations. The
series resistancewas15M and the series resistance compensationwas
90%.Membrane holding potentials were set at either80 or18mV in
an effort to isolate EPSCs and IPSCs, respectively.
Previous anatomical and physiological studies (Zornik and Kelley,
2007, 2008) have shown a strong excitatory projection from DTAM to
n.IX-X. To assess whether DTAM neurons we recorded projected to
n.IX-X, we attempted to antidromically activate these neurons by stim-
ulating the motor nucleus, n.IX-X. To do this, we inserted tungsten
microelectrodes into n.IX-X and delivered short (400 s) electrical
pulses using aMaster-8 stimulator via stimulus isolation unit (A.M.P.I.).
Pharmacology. Fictive vocalizations are elicited in the isolated X. laevis
brain by bath application of serotonin (5-HT) (Sigma-Aldrich) (Rhodes
et al., 2007). Final concentrations of 30 or 60 M were obtained by ap-
plying 1 ml of concentrated 5-HT stock solution (0.6 or 1.2 mM, respec-
tively, in saline) to the recording chamber. We found no difference in
either the rate of CAPs or trill duration between the two concentrations,
so fictive recordings from the two concentrations were pooled and ana-
lyzed in one dataset. To assess whether NMDAR blockade alters mem-
brane potential fluctuations in DTAM neurons, we preincubated brains
in 50 M DL-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (APV) (Sigma-
Aldrich) in some experiments. To determine whether DTAM neurons
expressed NMDARs, we first applied 1 M tetrodotoxin (TTX) (Sigma-
Aldrich) to block all spike-mediated synaptic transmission. The effec-
tiveness of TTX treatment was confirmed when action potentials could
no longer be produced by either the FTNs or vocal motoneurons (deter-
mined by the loss of activity in the vocal nerve). We then applied
N-methyl-DL-aspartic acid (NMA) (Sigma-Aldrich; multiple concentra-
tions) (see Results).
Data analysis. We identified a single neuron type with vocal-related
activity, which was active mostly during fictive fast trills [“fast-trill neu-
rons” (FTNs)]. FTNs were used for further analysis if their membrane
potentials were recorded during at least five fictive advertisement calls.
Vocal-relatedmembrane potential datawere collected fromup to 10 calls
(minimumof 5) for each neuron and averaged. Fictive fast trills are often
preceded by a variable duration introductory phase. The rate and ampli-
tude of CAPs during introductory phase are lower than those during fast
trill, but the transition from introductory phase to fast trill is gradual. In
a previous study, we developed a method for objectively defining the
onset time of fast trill (Zornik et al., 2010). We first calculated the prod-
uct of rate and amplitude (R*A) for each CAP interval (where theR is the
reciprocal of the interval between two consecutive CAPs, and A is the
amplitude of the second CAPmaking up that interval).We then normal-
ized these values ([R*A]/[maxR*A]*100,wheremaxR*A is themaximum
R*A in the same trill), and plotted them in a histogram on a log-
transformed x-axis. These histograms revealed two peaks with a trough
50% of maxR*A. We therefore defined the onset of fast trill as the first
CAP interval in a call in whichR*A is50% themaxR*A for that call. All
CAPs in a trill after that interval are defined as fast trill, and all CAPs
preceding that time point are designated introductory phase.
We calculated the latency between the FTN action potential and the
motor output (CAP) by measuring the interval between the action po-
tential peak and the peak of the subsequent CAP.When a FTN produced
doublet or triplet action potentials (see Results), the interval between the
first spike and the CAP peak were measured. To examine whether spike
to CAP latencies change through the course of a fast trill systematically,
we numbered each CAP in reverse order so that CAP number 1 is the last
CAP in a fast trill. CAPs were numbered up to 30 (most fast trills did not
contain this many CAPs).
Fast-trill onset time was used to calculate the onset time of FTN spik-
ing, normalized to the duration of each introductory phase or fast trill
(depending on when the cell began spiking). For neurons that began
spiking before or during introductory phase, the “relative onset time”
was calculated as spiking onset time relative to a normalized fast-trill
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duration ([Tftn  Tintro])/Dintro*100, where Tftn is the FTN spike onset
time, Tintro is the time of introductory phase onset, and Dintro is the
introductory phase duration). For example, if a FTN begins spiking 10
ms after the onset of introductory phase, and the total introductory phase
duration is 100 ms, the relative onset time for that FTN would be 10% of
the introductory phase. If the FTN began spiking 10 ms before a 100 ms
introductory phase, the relative onset time would be10% of the intro-
ductory phase. A similar equation ([Tftn  Tfast])/Dfast*100) was per-
formed for FTNs that began spiking during fast trill, where Tfast is the
time of fast-trill onset, andDfast is the duration of the fast trill. The same
methods were used to calculate the onset and offset of doublet produc-
tion by FTNs.
Subthreshold oscillations (STOs) during current step injections were
only analyzed if no discernible electrical noise was present before the
current steps. STOs were only observed for 250 ms in most cases; the
limited number of data points (2500 data points at 10 kHz sampling rate)
did not allow us to use power spectrum analyses to obtain the necessary
frequency resolution. Thus, oscillation rates were calculated by measur-
ing 10 interoscillation intervals (during current steps at 100% rheobase,
or during NMA-induced depolarizations), plotting the instantaneous
rates (reciprocal of the interval) from each cell in a histogram (bin size, 5
Hz), averaging all bins across cells, and then fitting a single-term Gauss-
ian to the resulting data. Rise and decay slopes for STOs during depolar-
izing current steps (200% rheobase) were obtained from single events
immediately preceding an action potential. To examine the differences in
the temporal and amplitude profile of STOs andEPSP, the first EPSP (2
mV) associated with a nerve CAP and the last STO (immediately preced-
ing the first action potential) were compared by calculating the slopes for
both rise and decay kinetics between 10 and 90% of total amplitude.
Wewanted to analyze spike rates in response to a range of depolarizing
current intensities. To do this, we normalized current relative to rheo-
base and grouped currents into three categories—low (average, 134 
2.0%; range, 117–150% rheobase),medium (average, 166 1.3%; range,
156–179% rheobase), and high (average, 199 0.9%; range, 185–200%
rheobase). We then calculated the instantaneous rates from all spike
intervals during a 2 s current step (in the same manner in which we
analyzed STO rates), plotted these in a histogram (bin, 5 Hz), and then
averaged bin values across cells at each current range. To estimate the
most typical spike interval, we then fit a single term Gaussian to each of
the three resulting histograms to obtain  .
To calculate the rate and duration of rhythmic long-lasting depolar-
izations (LLDs) induced byNMDARactivation, we calculated the second
derivative of the membrane potential; for each LLD, the two largest re-
sulting peaks represented the onset and offset of the LLD. LLD duration
was calculated as the time between onset and offset; LLD rate was calcu-
lated as the reciprocal of the time from onset of one LLD to the onset of
the next. Average values were obtained from 10 consecutive LLDs. Of the
16 FTNs that produced rhythmic LLDs (see Results), 9 produced these at
stable patterns for at least 15 min. Neither rate (R 2  0.05; regression
ANOVA F(1,7)  0.351; p  0.57) nor duration (R
2  0.13; regression
ANOVA F(1,7)  1.08; p  0.33) of FTN LLDs differed with the NMA
concentrations used (50–100 M). Therefore, the temporal data of the
LLDs from these neurons were pooled.
Results
Fast-trill duration and click rates are
controlled independently
We first examined the relationship between the duration and the
rate of fast trills generated by male X. laevis. Recordings obtained
from five males showed that the fast-trill duration can vary sig-
nificantly within individuals (Fig. 1A), but the variation in click
rates (measured as the average of the last six clicks of a fast trill)
could not be explained by the fast-trill duration in any of the
males (regression ANOVA for each of five males: F(1,15)  0.06,
p 0.81; F(1,13) 2.4, p 0.14; F(1,12) 3.4, p 0.09; F(1,18)
0.25, p 0.62; F(1,7) 2.51, p 0.16). Thus, we conclude that the
click rates remained constant regardless of the fast-trill duration
(Fig. 1B). Fast-trill duration and click rates seem to be controlled
independently by the central vocal pathways. The results set the
stage to examine how fast-trill duration and click rates are con-
trolled by neurons in the vocal CPG.
Whole-cell recordings in DTAM revealed one predominant
cell type
Previously, we discovered that DTAM is important in controlling
both duration and rate of male advertisement calls. Accordingly,
we focused on DTAM to understand cellular coding of rhythm
and duration. We established a reliable blind patch-clamp
method for obtaining robust whole-cell recordings in DTAM of
the isolated brain (Fig. 2A), in which we could elicit fictive vocal-
izations—nerve activity with temporal patterns similar to male
advertisement calls produced in vivo (Fig. 2, compare B and top
traces ofC,G, and E). Because we couldmaintain quality record-
ings for many minutes at a time (some recordings lasted an hour
or more), we were able to routinely elicit fictive vocalizations
while recordings were obtained from these neurons. In total, we
obtained whole-cell current-clamp recordings in 126 DTAM
neurons during at least one rendition of fictive advertisement
calling. Here, we will first describe the variety of neurons we
discovered, and then focus on one type of neurons that we found
to be important for duration and rate coding during fast trill.
Of all the DTAM neurons from which recordings were ob-
tained during fictive calls, 45% (57 of 126) did not produce spik-
ing correlated with fictive calls. Most of these produced no action
potentials during any phase of fictive calling, although some ex-
hibited slight membrane potential fluctuations correlated vocal
Figure1. Fast-trill durations vary independently of rate.A, Twoexample soundoscillograms
with differing fast-trill durations from a singlemale.B, Regression plots showing fast-trill rates
as a function of trill duration for five males (each animal is represented by a unique symbol).
Regression ANOVA showed that the variation in click rates is not explained by trill duration.
Thus, despite the variation in fast-trill durations, click rates are relatively constant.
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nerve activity (Fig. 2C). Because N.IX-X also contains the axons
of glottalmotoneurons, we also recorded fictive respiratory nerve
activity as has been previously reported (Rhodes et al., 2007;
Zornik and Kelley, 2008). A small number of these “nonvocal”
DTAM neurons were active during fictive breathing (Fig. 2D).
The remaining 55% (69 of 126) displayed vocal-related action
potentials. A small proportion (4%; 3 of 69) of vocal neurons
were only active during slow trills or during silent intervals be-
tween fast trill and introductory phase (some advertisement calls
lack slow trills), but never generated spikes during introductory
phase or fast trill (Fig. 2E). Interestingly, the spikes of these “post-
fast-trill neurons” are not always phase locked to the nerve CAPs;
if they are phase locked, the spikes always followed the CAPs (Fig.
2F). Poor temporal correspondence between the post-fast-trill
neuron spikes and CAPs suggest that these neurons do not code
for the slow-trill rates. Because of the small number of post-fast-
trill neurons recorded so far, we will not discuss these further in
this article.
The vast majority of vocal neurons, 96% (66 of 69), were active
during the introductory phase and fast-trill portion of the fictive
vocalizations but produced almost no action potentials during slow
trills (ifpresent)orduring silent intervalsbetween fast trills (Fig. 2G).
We named these cells fast-trill neurons to indicate their tendency
toward activity during this portion of fictive advertisement calls.
FTNsexhibitedpronouncedLLDs,withoverridingactionpotentials
that overlapped with fictive fast trills (Fig. 2G).
Because the FTNs seem to code for both duration and the rate
of fast trills, we analyzed the properties of the neurons in detail.
Below, we describe (1) how individual FTN spikes correspond to
the timing of motor output, (2) how activity of the FTN popula-
tion relates to the amplitude of motor output, (3) how synaptic
inputs and intrinsic FTN properties relate to fast-trill rates, and
(4) how FTN LLDs relate to the fast-trill duration.
FTN action potentials are phase-locked to CAPs
FTNs exhibited action potentials that were phase-locked to nerve
CAPs during introductory phase and fast trill (Fig. 3). Action
potentials either occurred one-to-one (“single spikes”; Fig. 3B),
two-to-one (“doublets”; Fig. 3C), or three-to-one (“triplets”;
data not shown) with each CAP. Single spikes phase-locked to
nerve CAPs were seen in all cells, while some doublets were ob-
served in80% of cells (22 of 27), and triplets were generated by
22% (6 of 27) of FTNs. Across cells, single spikes accounted for
Figure 2. Whole-cell recordings in the isolated brain. A, Diagram of an isolated Xenopus
laevis brain (dorsal view, anterior is up) showing the two hindbrain CPG nuclei: the DTAM (gray
4
triangles) in the anterior hindbrain, and the laryngealmotor nucleus, n.IX-X.Motoneuron axons
exit the brain via the laryngeal nerve, the caudal root of cranial nerve (N.) IX-X. Fictive vocal
activity is recorded by placement of a suction electrode over the nerve. Whole-cell and LFP
recordings were performed in DTAM during fictive vocalizations recorded in N.IX-X.B, Example
sound oscillogram of three consecutive male advertisement calls showing distinct alternating
fast trills (light gray box) and slow trills (dark gray box). C, Example of three consecutive fictive
advertisement calls recorded in N.IX-X showing alternating fast and slow trills of CAPs (top
trace; compare temporal similarity with sound oscillogram inB). Whole-cell recording (bottom
trace) of a nonvocal neuron that produces no spikes during fictive advertisement calling. D,
Example of a neuron active during respiratory-related glottalmotoneuron firing; these neurons
were never active during fictive calling. E, Example of three consecutive fictive advertisement
calls recorded from the vocal nerve, and a post-fast-trill neuron that only produces action po-
tentials after the fast trills. F, Action potentials of a post-fast-trill neuron followmotor CAPs. G,
Examples of three consecutive fictive advertisement calls (top) recorded in N.IX-X showing
alternating fast and slow trills of CAPs. Whole-cell activity (bottom trace) from a DTAM FTN
shows a strong depolarization at the onset of the introductory portion of each fast trill, and
spiking thatmostly occurs during fast trills. Abbreviations: N.V, Trigeminal nerve; N.IX-X, laryn-
geal nerve; n.IX-X, vocal motor nucleus; OB, olfactory bulb; OT, optic tectum; DTAM, Xenopus
parabrachial nucleus; Tel, telencephalon.
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69  6% of CAP-related spiking events,
doublets represented 28  6%, and trip-
lets made up 2  2% of CAP-related
spiking.
Because some DTAM neurons are
known to send direct excitatory projec-
tions to vocal motoneurons (Zornik and
Kelley, 2008), we suspected that FTNs
may provide monosynaptic inputs to
drive motor output. We addressed the
question of monosynaptic projection in
two ways: by antidromically activating
FTNs using electrodes inserted into the
motor nucleus, and by analyzing the tim-
ing between the FTN spikes and CAPs.
We first examined whether FTNs
could be antidromically driven by deliver-
ing electrical pulses to the laryngealmotor
nucleus (n.IX-X) in eight FTNs. In re-
sponse to brief pulses delivered to n.IX-X,
we observed short-latency (0.4–1.7 ms)
antidromic spikes in 75% (6 of 8) of FTNs
(see example in Fig. 3D). The fact that
n.IX-X stimulation did not evoke anti-
dromic spikes in a subset of FTNs may
indicate either that some of these neurons
do not project to n.IX-X, or that our stim-
ulating electrode was not always sufficient
to antidromically activate all of the in-
coming FTN axons. In either case, the re-
sults confirmed that at least some FTNs
project to the motor nucleus.
We next analyzed the timing of the
FTNs andCAPs. Aprevious study (Zornik
andKelley, 2008) demonstrated that a sin-
gle stimulus pulse delivered to DTAM can
elicitmonosynaptically drivenmotor out-
put with10 ms of delay, whereas a train
of pulses delivered at 20 Hz elicits motor
output with progressively shorter delays
(7 ms), either due to presynaptic facili-
tation, postsynaptic temporal summa-
tion, or both (Zornik and Kelley, 2008).
We predicted that if FTNs directly project
to motoneurons, we should see constant
latency between the FTN spikes and the
motor CAPs in a similar range. Because
fast-trill offset is a stereotyped and salient
event identifiable in all calls, we num-
bered fast-trill CAPs in reverse order, such
that CAP number 1 is the final fast-trill
CAP and number 30 is the 30th from last
(Fig. 3E). With this organization, we could address not only
whether the spike-to-CAP latencies are similar to those ob-
served in the previous study mentioned above (Zornik and
Kelley, 2008) but also whether spike-to-CAP latencies varied
systematically within a call. During the final 15 CAPs when
click repetition rate is the highest, we found that latencies
from FTN spikes to CAPs varied little, ranging from3–4 ms
(Fig. 3E). Earlier in calls when the CAP repetition rate is
slower, however, the latencies were somewhat larger (up to8
ms). Together, we demonstrated that majority of the FTNs
project to the motor nucleus, and the latencies observed in this
study are consistent with the time frame of monosynaptically
driven motor activity. These results suggest that FTN spikes
may act as a premotor signal that drives motoneurons
monosynaptically.
Coding amplitude by a population of FTNs
A defining feature of FTNs is that they spiked almost exclusively
during fictive introductory phase and fast trill (Figs. 2G, 4). Once
FTNs start firing, the activity continued until the end of the fast
trill (Fig. 2G, 4). Interestingly, the onset of spike trains varied
across the population (Fig. 4A–D), ranging from tens ofmillisec-
Figure 3. Spike timing of a FTN relative to individual CAPs in the vocal nerve. A, Example FTN membrane potential recording
(top trace) during one rendition of fictive fast trill (bottom trace). The boxes outline expanded traces shown in B and C. B, During
the early portion of fast trill in this example, the FTN produces a single spike (top) that precedes each nerve CAP (bottom). C, Later
in this example, the FTN produces spike doublets phase-locked with each CAP. D, Three overlaid examples of antidromic spikes in
a FTN occurring1 ms after stimulating n.IX-X. A horizontal bar labeled with “s” indicates the time at which stimulus pulse was
delivered to then.IX-X.E, Plot showing theaverage latency fromthe first (or only) actionpotential to its correspondingCAPover the
last 30 CAPs of a fast trill (1 being the final CAP of a fast trill). Note that the latencies earlier in a fast trill (8ms) are slightly longer
than at the end of a fast trill (4 ms; gray box).
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Figure 4. Each FTN is active during distinct portions of introductory phase and fast trill. A, Example FTN that produces action potentials during the second half of each fast trill (in each panel:
spiking onset highlightedwith dotted red line; fast trill designated by gray box; seeMaterials andMethods for calculation of fast-trill onset).B, FTN that begins spiking immediately before fast-trill
onset. C, Membrane potential of a FTN that begins spiking during the introductory phase (200 ms before fast-trill onset). D, Activity of a FTN that begins spiking (Figure legend continues.)
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onds before the first CAP of the introductory phase (Fig. 4D) to
the middle of fast trill (Fig. 4A). Despite this variability across
cells, the time of activation relative to the call onset was stereo-
typed within each cell; over many advertisement calls, each neu-
ron began spiking with little variation relative to the position
within each call (Fig. 4E). Likewise, doublets were produced at a
fairly stereotyped portion of each introductory phase or fast trill
in each FTN, but the pattern varied significantly across the pop-
ulation (Fig. 4E). Although doublets and triplets tended to occur
during the later portions of fast trills (see example in Fig. 3), there
was no significant difference in the average CAP rates associated
with single, doublet, and triplet spikes (43.8  1.6, 46.8  1.4,
and 39.6  3.6 Hz, respectively; H  4.497, p  0.11, Kruskal–
Wallis test), indicating that the number of spikes generated by
each FTN per cycle is not related to the CAP rate. Instead, the
presence of doublets seems to be related to the CAP amplitude
(see below).
Analysis of spike and doublet onset timing of 27 neurons
(fromwhich recordings were obtained during five ormore fictive
advertisement calls) (see Materials andMethods) revealed a pro-
gressive recruitment pattern of FTNs (Fig. 4E). By normalizing
onset and offset of spike and doublet production relative to fictive
nerve activity, we calculated a proportion of active neurons dur-
ing each phase of a normalized advertisement call. According to
our estimate, the percentage of spiking FTNs increases through-
out the introductory phase, reaching 100% participation during
the final two-thirds of each fast trill. A similar pattern is observed
for FTN doublet production, in which the majority of FTN dou-
blets occur during fast trill (Fig. 4E,F). Interestingly, this pattern
of progressive FTN recruitment closely parallels the pattern of
increasing CAP amplitude (Fig. 4F). Correlation coefficients be-
tween normalized CAP amplitude and percentage of spiking
FTNswas high, 0.895 (Fisher’s r to z, p 0.0001). The correlation
coefficients between CAP amplitude and the percentage of FTNs
producing doublets was even higher (r 0.959; p 0.0001). One
possible interpretation of these results is that an increase in the
number of active FTNs, especially with doublets, causes increased
recruitment of downstream motoneurons, thus generating
higher amplitudeCAPs associatedwith the final stage of fast trills.
Coding fictive fast-trill CAP rates: synaptic versus
intrinsic mechanisms
In FTNs that did not spike at the start of the introductory phase,
subthreshold activity was observed that was phase-locked with
CAPs (Fig. 5A, blue box). Initially, these events resemble EPSPs
(rapid onset followed by slower, exponential decay) that tempo-
rally summate to gradually depolarize the membrane, leading to
the onset of the LLDs associated with fast trill. However, as the
calls progressed, the kinetics of the subthreshold events riding on
top of the slow depolarization changed. Both the rise and decay
slopes of the first subthreshold event (Fig. 5A,B, in blue) were
lower in magnitude (rise, 0.51  0.04 mV/ms; decay, 0.31 
0.07 mV/ms) compared with the last subthreshold event preced-
ing the first spike (Fig. 5A,B, in red; rise: 0.84  0.05 mV/ms;
decay:1.55 0.15 mV/ms; n 17; rise: U 32, z3.875,
p  0.0001; decay: U  7, z  4.736, p  0.0001, Mann–
Whitney). One possible explanation for this change in kinetics of
the subthreshold event is that, as initial EPSPs lead to depolariza-
tion of the FTN, voltage-dependent currents may become acti-
vated, which in turn generate the subthreshold oscillation. The
results above indicate the existence of intricate interactions be-
tween synaptic inputs and intrinsic properties of FTNs during
introductory and fast-trill phases. The observation led us to iso-
late the synaptic activity from intrinsic mechanisms.
To examine the nature of the synaptic inputs received by the
FTNs during fictive vocalizations, voltage-clamp experiments
were performed. When the membrane potential was held at18
mV (the membrane potential could not be brought to the ENa of
64 mV because the neuron could not be sufficiently space
clamped), IPSCs phase-locked to the motor CAPs were recorded
(Fig. 5C,D). When the membrane potential was held at80 mV
near reversal potential for chloride (ECl  82 mV), EPSCs
phase-locked to the motor CAPs were recorded (Fig. 5E,F). In-
terestingly, the onset of the PSCs were either coinciding with or
following the motor CAPs (Fig. 5D,F). Considering that spikes
of FTNs precede motor CAPs by 3–8 ms during fictive vocaliza-
tions (Fig. 3D), the results of the voltage-clamp experiments sug-
gest that synaptic inputs received by the FTNs do not drive the
neurons to fire action potentials. One possible alternative func-
tion of the rhythmic synaptic inputs may be to entrain the STOs
of the FTNs, possibly via efferent motor copy, thus ensuring syn-
chrony across the FTN population.
Having identified the synaptic inputs received by the FTNs,we
next turned our attention to characterizing the intrinsic proper-
ties of the STOs generated by the FTNs. To investigate the nature
of the STO in the absence of synaptic inputs, we injected depo-
larizing current steps in FTNs to activate voltage-sensitive cur-
rents in the absence of call production. We reasoned that, if the
STO is generated by voltage-dependent conductances intrinsic to
the FTNs, depolarizing the FTNs should trigger STOs. We found
that suprathreshold depolarizing current steps elicited spike
bursts preceded by (and sometimes interspersedwith) STOs (Fig.
6A). STOswere observed only atmembrane potentials near spike
threshold (Fig. 6A,B). Accordingly, we were unable to assess
whether STO frequency is voltage dependent. When the rates of
STOs during rheobase level current steps were measured, we
found that STOs were reliably produced at 60 Hz (59.4  6.7
Hz;  ; Fig. 6C). The results suggest that, when depolarized,
FTNs express voltage-dependent ionic conductances that gener-
ate STOs in a range overlapping with normal fast-trill rates. It is
important to note that STOswere not observed in any other types
of DTAM neurons including nonvocal and post-fast-trill neu-
rons. This suggests that these intrinsic properties of FTNs may
represent a cellularmechanism that contributes to determination
of the fast-trill rhythm.
How do STOs generated during call production differ from
those elicited in response to current injection? To address this
question, we compared the temporal profiles of intrinsic STOs
elicited in response to current injectionwith those produced dur-
ing fictive vocalizations. The rise slopes during current injections
4
(Figure legend continued.) shortly before the first introductory-phase CAP. E, Each horizontal
bar in this plot shows the relative spike timing (black bars) or doublet production (gray bars) for
1 of 27 neurons. For each cell, the left edge of a bar represents themean onset time of spiking or
doublet production; the right edge of each bar represents the offset of spiking or doublet
activity. Error bars represent the SD of themean. Note that the SD is relatively low formost cells,
indicating that timing of FTN activity relative to a particular phase of a call is stereotypedwithin
each neuron. Also note thatmost FTNs begin spiking during the introductory phase. All cells are
active during the majority of each fast trill. F, For each section of a normalized introductory
phase and fast trill (bins, 5%), this plot shows (1) the average normalized CAP amplitude (black
squares), (2) the percentage of spiking FTNs (dark gray squares), and (3) the percentage of FTNs
producing doublets (light gray squares). Both the percentage of spiking FTNs and the percent-
ageof FTNsgeneratingdoublets are strongly correlatedwith call amplitude, indicating that CAP
amplitude may be regulated by the number of active FTNs and the number of spikes produced
by each FTN.
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(0.68 0.06mV/ms; n 8) were not significantly different from
those during fictive fast trills (0.84 0.05 mV/ms; n 17; U
41, p  0.1157, Mann–Whitney). However, the slopes of STO
decay (0.62 0.08 mV/ms; n 8) in response to current steps
were significantly slower than STO decay slopes during fictive
calling (1.55  0.15; n  17; U  6, p  0.0003, Mann–
Whitney). This suggests that synaptic conductances available
during fictive calling may modify the decay time of the STO,
perhaps by temporarily increasing the membrane conductances
during the falling phase of STO.
We next wanted to determine how STOs relate to FTN firing
rates. To this end, we analyzed the FTN spike rates in response to
three ranges of depolarizing current intensities: low (range, 117–
150% rheobase; mean  SE, 134  2.0%; n  21), medium
(range, 156–179%; mean  SE, 166  1.3%; n  19), and high
(range, 186–200%; mean SE, 199 0.9%; n 11). We mea-
sured all spike intervals during a single 2 s current step (repeated
at each current range if possible) and plotted the resulting instan-
taneous spike rates (reciprocal of the interval) in a histogram
(bin, 5 Hz), and then averaged each bin across all cells analyzed
for each range of currents. Interestingly, resulting histograms
showed prominent, tightly clustered peaks near 60 Hz for all
three current ranges (Fig. 6D).Means of theGaussian curve fitted
to each histogramwere 58.8 4.3, 59.7 5.4, and 60.6 5.6 Hz
for low,medium, and high current stimulation, respectively (
), indicating that the FTNs have a strong tendency to fire at 60
Hz regardless of the amount of current injected. Interestingly,
histograms obtained from low andmedium current data showed
a second peak at 30 Hz. This second peak suggests that, when a
FTN does not reach the spike threshold, then it has a tendency to
Figure 5. FTNs exhibit two types of subthreshold activity patterns. A, Example FTN membrane potential recording (top trace) during one rendition of fictive fast trill (nerve recording; bottom
trace). The blue and red boxes outline types of activity shown inB.B, Example of the first subthreshold potential from 10 different fast trills (top blue traces) show different onset and offset kinetics
than subthreshold potentials immediately preceding the first FTN spikes (top red traces).We suggest that the first events (blue) represent EPSPs,while the latter events (red) represent STOs. The two
bottom traces in blue and red illustrate the timing ofmotor nerve activities associatedwith the EPSPs and STOs. C, Example voltage-clamp recording of a FTNwith holding potential (HP) of18mV
(top trace) showing IPSCs phase lockedwith nerve CAPs during a single rendition of introductory phase and fast trill (bottom trace).D, Ten overlaid IPSC traces (top) and nerve CAPs (bottom) during
introductory phase and fast trill show that IPSCs tend to follow nerve activity. E, Voltage-clamp recording of the same neuron in C and D held at80 mV (top trace) during a single rendition of
introductory phase and fast trill (bottom trace). Note the downward EPSCs that are phase-lockedwith nerve activity. F, Ten overlaid EPSC traces (top) and nerve CAPs (bottom) show that EPSC onset
tends to follow nerve CAPs both during introductory phase and fast trill.
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wait for another STO interval (16–17ms) before it spikes again.
This indicates the presence of an internal oscillatory clock that in-
creases the probability of firing around the STO rate of 60 Hz.
Together, we conclude that FTNs exhibit intrinsic ionic conduc-
tances that promote both subthreshold and suprathreshold oscilla-
tory activity near 60 Hz, indicating that FTNs may be the source of
fast-trill rhythm. Rhythmic synaptic inputs received by FTNs that
are phase-locked to themotor outputmayplay a role in synchroniz-
ing intrinsic oscillatory activity across the FTN population.
FTNs express NMDARs and produce
NMDAR-dependent LLDs
FTNs exhibited distinct LLDs (mean SD, 940 373ms) that
coincided with the onset and offset of fast trills (Fig. 7). Ac-
cordingly, the total LLD durations correlated significantly
with total fast-trill duration (R 2  0.62; regression ANOVA
F(1,24)  16.2, p  0.0005). In a previous study (Zornik et al.,
2010), we showed that LFP recordings obtained from DTAM
contain a slow baseline wave that correlated with onset and
offset of fast trills (see example in Fig. 7). The results suggest
that the summed LLDs across the FTN population may repre-
sent the cellular basis for the LFP wave recorded from DTAM,
raising the possibility that FTNs control fast-trill duration in
addition to the fast-trill rates. Given that NMDAR activation
in DTAM is required for fast trill and LFP wave generation
(Zornik et al., 2010), and FTNs may be the cellular basis of the
wave, we predicted that FTNs may express the NMDARs that
underlie generation of LLDs.
Figure6. FTNs intrinsically generate fast-trill rhythms.A, Three example current injections of 750 pA (top trace), 650 pA (middle trace), and 550pA (bottom trace) froma single FTN. The dark and
lightgrayboxeshighlight the subthresholdactivity shown inB.B, STOsare apparent in FTNsduringdepolarizing current injections.Note the similarity inmembranepotentials for twodistinct current
levels. C, The average distributions of STO rates (in response to rheobase level currents) peaks around fast-trill rates (60 Hz). D, The average distributions of spike rates during injections of low
(134 2.0% rheobase; n 21), medium (166 1.3% rheobase; n 19), and high (199 0.9% rheobase; n 11) currents. Note that the largest peak in all cases is60 Hz (black arrow);
medium and low currents show a secondary peak30 Hz (gray arrow).
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We first tested whether NMDAR activation was necessary for
LLDs as it is for LFP waves. Application of 5-HT to brains prein-
cubated with 50 M APV prevents normal fictive calls in male
brains as we have shown previously. Instead, we observed slow,
low-amplitude CAPs that resemble those seen during introduc-
tory phase (Fig. 8, compare A and B, nerve recordings). In the
presence of APV, FTNs still received synaptic inputs correlated
with introductory-phase CAPs but never produced LLDs or ac-
tion potentials at fast-trill rates (n  4; Fig. 8B). The result is
consistent with the notion that the activation of NMDAR elicits
LLDs, which in turn promotes the transition from introductory
phase to fast trill.
We next tested whether NMDARs were expressed by FTNs
themselves, or whether their activation occurred elsewhere in the
circuit. To this end, we identified FTNs during fictive vocaliza-
tions (based on activity patterns in current-clampmode), applied
1M TTX to block voltage-dependent Na	 channels (and spike-
mediated synaptic transmission), and then applied NMA (final
concentration of 50, 75, or 100 M). If FTNs express NMDARs,
we reasoned that we may be able to record LLDs in response to
NMA application in the presence of TTX, as has been shown in
other neurons (Kiehn et al., 1996; MacLean et al., 1997; Prime et
al., 1999). In 16 of 20 (80%) FTNs exposed to NMA, we observed
rhythmic repetitions of LLDs (Fig. 8D). The results indicate that
activation ofNMDAreceptors expressed by the FTNs contributes
to the initiation of the LLD. Furthermore, spontaneous termina-
tion of LLDs in the absence of synaptic transmission indicates
that one ormore intrinsic outward currents must be expressed to
repeatedly “turn off” the LLDs. Interestingly, the remaining four
neurons (20%) that did not show rhythmic LLDs became highly
depolarized in response to NMA and never returned to the rest-
ingmembrane potential. In these cells, the intrinsic outward cur-
rent may not be present to terminate LLDs; alternatively, these
cells may have higher expression of NMDARs, so that the NMA-
induced currents prevented the outward current from over-
coming the depolarizing drive. Together, the results indicate
that (1) LLDs during fast trill likely require NMDAR activa-
tion, (2) NMDARs are expressed by the FTNs, (3) their acti-
vation elicits TTX-insensitive LLDs in the FTNs, and (4) most
FTNs possess an outward current that can terminate NMDAR-
dependent depolarizations.
Of 9 FTN neurons of 16 that showed stable repetition of LLDs
for at least 15 min (see Materials and Methods), NMA-induced
LLDs were 527  57 ms (n  9) in duration, repeated at an
average rate of 1.0 0.08 Hz (range, 0.7–1.3 Hz; n 9). Consid-
ering that the duration and repetition rates of NMA-induced
LLDs are similar to those of fast trills generated both in vivo and in
vitro, LLDs may directly code for trill duration.
An important observation to be added here is that LFP
recordings obtained from the contralateral DTAM showed no
activity in response to NMA in the presence of TTX. The
results suggest that, although each FTN shows rhythmic LLDs
in response to NMA, these activities are not synchronized
among cells and are therefore not recorded as an LFP wave. In
this scenario, electrical coupling among FTNs, even if present,
is not sufficient to synchronize the onset and offset of the LLDs
across the FTN population.
Interestingly, in all nine neurons with stable and repetitive
LLDs (induced by NMA in presence of TTX), we also observed
STOs riding on top of LLDs (Fig. 8E,F). The average STO rate
was very close to 60 Hz (60.8 9.6; ). Thus, STOs are TTX
insensitive and can be induced by NMDAR-dependent depolar-
izations. Unlike STOs induced in response to current injections,
STOs on top of LLDs were observed at variousmembrane poten-
tials (7 to 25 mV) across different neurons (membrane po-
tentials were stable within individual neurons). When regression
analyses were performedwith averagemembrane potential as the
independent, and average STO rates as the dependent variable,
we found that variation in STO rates could not be explained by
membrane potential (regression ANOVA, F(1,7)  0.53; p 
0.49). Therefore, while the activation of STO driving currents has
a minimum voltage threshold, the rate of STOs seems to be volt-
age independent in FTNs.
In summary, FTNs express NMDARs that can initiate LLDs in
response to presynaptic release of glutamate and an intrinsic ca-
pacity to terminate periodic LLDs, both of whichmay contribute
to the timing of fast-trill onset and offset.
Discussion
A single cell type may regulate both call rate and duration
In response to vocalizations of gravid females, males produce a
modified advertisement call with elongated fast trills (Tobias et
al., 1998). Here, we showed that fast-trill duration varies within
individuals while click rates remain constant, indicating that
independent mechanisms regulate rate and duration. Surpris-
ingly, we identified one cell type (FTNs) that may code both
rate and duration via intrinsic resonance properties and
NMDAR-induced LLDs.
Figure 7. LLDs in FTNs coincidewith LFPwaves in DTAM. Example of whole-cell FTN activity
(top trace) in which LFP activity was recorded from the contralateral DTAM (middle trace). In
this recording, the fictive advertisement calls only show fast-trill and lack slow trills (as some-
times seen in vivo). Note that the LLD of the FTN correlates with both the fast trill on the nerve,
and a baseline wave in the LFP recording.
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Mechanisms of coding call duration—role of NMDARs
Because NMDAR antagonists block both LLDs and fast trills,
LLDsmay promote the transition from introductory phase to fast
trill. Also, NMDAR activation in the presence of TTX typically
induced rhythmic LLDs (rather than sustained depolarizations),
indicating FTNs express an outward current that terminates
LLDs (discussed in detail below). Therefore, FTNs may regulate
fast-trill duration through the interplay of glutamatergic neu-
rotransmission and an intrinsic outward current.
How does NMDAR activation induce rhythmic LLDs? In
some neurons, NMDAR currents are themain charge carrier and
inducemembrane bistability (MacDonald et al., 1982; Sigvardt et
al., 1985; Hochman et al., 1994; Kim and Chandler, 1995; Kiehn
et al., 1996; Bonansco and Bun˜o, 2003). In other neurons, cal-
cium entry via NMDARs activates another conductance such as
Ca2	-activated nonspecific cation current ICAN to mediate LLDs
(Lee and Tepper, 2007; Mrejeru et al., 2011). Calcium influx can
also be involved in terminating LLDs by activating outward cur-
rents such as calcium-dependent potassium currents, IK(Ca) (Hu
and Bourque, 1992; el Manira et al., 1994; Kim and Chandler,
1995; Shah andHaylett, 2002; Tahvildari et al., 2008). Identifying
the currents underlying LLDs should reveal the cellular basis of
fast-trill duration.
Modulation of fast-trill duration without changing rate
The neural mechanisms of fast-trill rate and duration are appar-
ently distinct. One possiblemechanism for elongating fast trills in
sexually aroused males could be to change the kinetics of the
outward current that terminates LLDs. With slowed current ac-
tivation, LLDs would become elongated, producing a longer fast
trill; assuming the outward current is not involved in generating
STOs, trill rate would not change. Identification of this outward
current will allow us to reveal the cellular basis of an arousal-
dependent behavioral change.
NMDAR-dependent membrane potential oscillations (simi-
lar to LLDs in this study) have been observed in many vertebrate
neurons (Hu and Bourque, 1992; Bonansco and Bun˜o, 2003;
Martell et al., 2010) including those controlling locomotion
[lamprey (Walle´n and Grillner, 1987); Xenopus tadpoles (Reith
and Sillar, 1998; Li et al., 2010); rodents (Hochman et al.,
1994; Kiehn et al., 1996)]. The temporal resemblance between
NMDAR-dependent oscillations and locomotor rhythms
(Walle´n and Grillner, 1987; Hochman et al., 1994; Li et al.,
2010) suggested that this cellular mechanism may regulate
locomotor rhythmicity. This prediction is supported in some
systems [e.g., Xenopus tadpoles (Li et al., 2010)] but ques-
tioned in others [e.g., rodents (Cowley et al., 2005)]. The ex-
perimental accessibility of our preparation makes Xenopus
vocalizations an excellent model for characterizing the cellular
mechanisms of LLDs and their roles in rhythm generation.
FTN rate coding
How are FTNs tuned to 60Hz? STOs arise from a combination of
passive membrane properties (e.g., membrane capacitance), res-
onant currents (e.g., the hyperpolarization-activated cation cur-
rent Ih, slow non-inactivating K
	 current IM, the Ca
2	-activated
K	 current IK(Ca), and a non-inactivating low-threshold 4-AP-
sensitive current I4-AP), and amplifying currents (e.g., the persistent
Na	 current INaP, current that flows through NMDAR channels
INMDA, and the dihydropyridine-sensitive high-thresholdCa
2	 cur-
rent IL) (for review, seeHutcheon and Yarom, 2000). Because STOs
occur in the presence of TTX (Fig. 8E,F), we can rule out INaP in-
volvement. Because brains from castrated male Xenopus generate
fictive advertisement calls with slower fast trills (Zornik and Yama-
guchi, 2011), identifying the cellular properties that underlie STOs
will reveal how androgen modifies behavior of Xenopus by tuning
oscillatory properties of a premotor neuron.
Although FTNs receive rhythmic synaptic inputs, they arrive
after spikes, indicating that the synaptic inputs do not dictate
FTN spike timing. Instead, synaptic inputs may represent an ef-
ferent copy ofmotor activity, and function to entrain the intrinsic
STOs. We suggest that the interplay of intrinsic tuning and
synaptic entrainment are the major fast-trill rate determi-
nants. Cellular coding of a rhythmic motor program has been
demonstrated in fish, in which vocal pacemaker neurons exhibit
intrinsic STOs corresponding with call rates (Chagnaud et al.,
2011). In other systems, STOs influencing the population rhythm
are also prevalent. For example, STOs in cortical, thalamic, and
olfactory neurons in mammals are thought to underlie EEG
gamma rhythms (25–80 Hz) (Llina´s et al., 1991; Chen and Shep-
Figure 8. NMDAR activation in FTNs induces LLDs. A, Example FTN recording (top trace) during three fictive fast trills (bottom trace).B, When APVwas applied before a second 5-HT application,
the FTN never produced LLDs or action potentials at fast-trill rates. Instead, this neuron received EPSPs during fictive introductory phase. C, Example FTN recording (top trace) during three fictive
fast-trill renditions (bottom trace).D, When the brain (during recording of neuron shown in C) was treatedwith 1M TTX (to eliminate spike-mediated synaptic transmission) and then exposed to
the NMDAR agonist NMA, the FTN produced rhythmic pattern of LLDs. E, Example of a FTN producing a single LLD during NMDAR activation in the presence of TTX. Note that STOs appear in the
membrane during the LLD. F, Higher resolution view of STOs shown in E.
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herd, 1997; Pedroarena and Llina´s, 1997) that may underlie cog-
nitive functions (Tallon-Baudry et al., 1998; Engel and Singer,
2001; Fries et al., 2001; Llina´s et al., 2007), suggesting a causal
relationship between STOs and neural rhythms.
For FTNs to dictate rhythmicmotor output, FTN spikes must
be synchronized. Neural correlates of fast trills (fast phasic activ-
ity in LFP recordings) in DTAM are abolished after transecting
connectionswith n.IX-X (Zornik et al., 2010). This indicates that,
although individual FTNs may be tuned to fast-trill rates, the
DTAM circuit cannot generate synchronized 60 Hz rhythms au-
tonomously. Instead, the ascending projection from n.IX-X may
synchronize FTNs by providing an efferent copy of motor out-
put. Thus, FTNs may continue to spike at fast-trill rates in the
isolatedDTAM, albeit asynchronously. Themixture of inhibitory
and excitatory synaptic currents coinciding with the motor out-
put recorded in this study may represent the efferent copy that
synchronizes FTN spike timing.
An additional feature of FTNs is the tendency to produce spike
doublets, which are most closely correlated with CAP amplitude. It
has been suggested both theoretically and experimentally that spike
doublets can enhance long-rangeneuronal synchronization inother
systems (Traub et al., 1996). DTAM nuclei are separated bilaterally
by1mm,andn.IX-X is separated fromDTAMby3mm.There-
fore, FTN spike doubletsmay also synchronize the activity of brain-
stem vocal nuclei.
Evolution of vocal control circuits
Similar to X. laevis, Plainfin Midshipman fish (Porichthys nota-
tus) call durations are independent of rate (Brantley and Bass,
1994). In contrast to our findings, however, two neuron popula-
tions (in distinct nuclei) appear to code call rate and duration
(Chagnaud et al., 2011). Despite this difference, it is noteworthy
that rate and duration in both species appear to be regulated by
the same cellular mechanisms, STOs and LLDs, respectively.
Hindbrain circuits controlling vocal production in fishes, frogs,
birds, and mammals may have derived from a common ancestor
(Bass et al., 2008). Although intracellular recordings of hindbrain
neurons have not been obtained in mammals or birds during
vocalizations, it is possible that similar cellular mechanisms are
involved in temporal coding.
Anatomical (Moreno and Gonza´lez, 2005; Zornik and Kelley,
2007) and physiological (Zornik and Kelley, 2008) evidence sug-
gests that Xenopus DTAM is a homolog of the mammalian para-
brachial nucleus (PB). PB in mammals is believed to coordinate
respiratory and vocal activity (Ju¨rgens, 2002), and is therefore
ideal for controlling call duration in species with vocal mechanisms
that rely on expiration. In bats, PB can influence the duration of
expiration and calling (Smotherman et al., 2006). Although the Xe-
nopus vocalizations are independent of respiration, the vocal mech-
anisms likelyderived fromancestral species that reliedonrespiration
during calling. The fact that someDTAMneurons are active during
breathing or calling (although never both) supports our hypothesis
that DTAM is a PB homolog. We suggest that regulation of call
duration by PBmay be conserved throughout the tetrapods.
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